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Fantasy, Trauma and Body Sensations as Images –  notes and thoughts 
 
Spindle Moth (140.5cm H x 75cm W), Narcoleptic Rose (140.5cm H x 38cm W) and Black 
Lungflower(140.5cm H x 43cm W)  
 
These three paintings are the most recent in the series/experiments with indigo paint – Indigo/Blue 
bodies or Cyanosis. See images attached. Below are recent thinking/notes that I have written 
about my work in general, and while making the new paintings. 
 
Thoughts on Trauma - My work is not about tomorrow, it's about the past and how the past 
affects the future in insidious interior ways, the inside of the individual. Pervasive traumatic effects 
of colonialism, on my family and so on the formation of my identity, are presumably manifest in my 
ways of seeing and making my body/self, my materials and forms. The effects on the subjective 
interiority of a person are secrets revealed as forms that are traumatic fantasies of body and self 
perhaps.  
 
In terms of having a lived encounter with violence - it is or was an unseen seething domestic kind 
that was a result of colonialism's degrading effect on self and identity, but other elements too of 
course. The kind that many people nowadays don't know about, that manifests in new ways on 
subjectivities round the world. And it's transference to the next generation, traumas leave shadows, 
traces, tremors, fractures in identity and body experience – its not just about how you ‘see’ 
yourself, but how you actually experience your body in your mind and imagination and what 
structures and fantasies this generates.  
 
How such violent fractures of self affect notions of body, female, woman, sexuality, femininity - I 
feel my work is both a visual and a physical expression or making that reveals layers of complex 
cross-cultural notions about body, representing it, woman's body, subjectivity, self, sexuality, 
reproduction, creativity.  
 
For me, my art is body-work, marking and being marked. Large historical formations some how 
manage to scratch, gouge, and carve out intricacies of fantasies and traumas on to psyche, body 
or ‘soul’. I am a very specific subjectivity or product of strange disruptive and traumatic 
intersections between cultures at a particular time in history. How does a woman negotiate a 
complex territory of cultural and religious minefields to ‘image’, ‘imagine’ her body/thoughts? 
 
I think my work references notions, images, fantasies, sensations, that are almost archival, from a 
past way of being. Being brought up in 70’s colonial Africa is in some ways like the 50’s or another 
time/space altogether. Egyptian/British/Non-White/Non-Black, no categories for me. 
 
My work isn't about images on paper it's about body/memory work. It is about the ornamental 
carved intricacies of trauma on the body-self. Its not how the body looks but how the body feels, 
and how the body feels through the imagination and how the body carves out images in the 
imagination, and vice versa. My perceptions of my body, it's interior spaces, are of strange 
intricacies that are both inside and outside connecting me with the world.  
 
What I am obsessed about (obsession/desire), the shapes, forms, concepts and materials that 
constitute my work are evolutions from notions and stuffs of body memory or body in the mind - 
embroidery trauma, fairy tale trauma, religious trauma, cultural trauma. Hard to explain.  
 
Trauma and fantasy are exquisitely and intricately bound.  
Exquisite intricacy, fantastical paradoxical hybrid forms, contradictory ornamental lines.   
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I use ornament as a metaphor - metaphor understood as not just visual image but as deep physical 
understanding in the body, in the skin, in the emotions. Ornament as a pattern of markings, 
formations, sensations.   
 
I think what matters about my work is my understanding of it, not just as visual images but physical 
body memory and a working out of my self as body. The body and mind work together to create 
physical images, embodied sensations revealed as shapes, textures, forms.  
 
My work is about contradiction, paradox, infinity, emptiness, dissociation, about conflict within the 
self and the body. About trying to harmonise contradictory conflicting parts. The hybrid grotesque 
ornamental form, about physical embodied sensations.  
 
 
Process - what happens when I paint?  
 
I think of my painting acts as decorative acts of self-mutilation - paper as skin, marking 
restructuring and exploring body-self through hand and imagination.  
 
My image and painting making processes are of my hand coming together with my mind. Its not 
just my eye, and not like taking a photo or weaving but something in between that painting does - 
weaving mechanical hand movements with imagination and bodily knowledge of materials 
emotions and substances.  
 
On one level my work is about the woman's body, my body but also about the body in general.  
I am depicting and making my body or ideas of my transformed body on to paper but a kind of 
body knowledge is transmitted via hand not just an external image making process but an internal 
process whereby the body communicates itself, it's substances, it's tissues, it's transformations in 
the mind to paper as forms. 
 
Catching glimpses of embodiment of life, of flesh and spirit, in paint strokes - finding the strands 
and glints of imagination as it transforms a physical body not just in the mind or in the eye but how 
the body can actually extend itself, transform itself and be altered. The body tissues are like silk, 
cotton, velvet, twine, wire, net, lace, other substances, to me.  
 
Each painting is a physical object that I made not an image  
 
About Isolation 
Introverted states of mind of a woman. I ended up drawn to watercolour as a medium as it allowed 
me to work quietly, privately, in small spaces. Allows secrecy and permits self expression in a non 
aggressive non masculine way, small movements, fineness like stitching and this was what was 
considered acceptable. In my own mind and in my situation this was what was possible.  
 
The Colour Blue  
Duplicitous paradoxical and contradictory colour of joy and mourning, of darkness and hopefulness 
Carol Mavor’s writings helpful to understand cultural notions of blue.  
Emptiness, space, shadow, celestial, bruised, tattooing,  
Something Rorschach about my indigo blue paintings 
Blue knots of pain, of complications, entanglements, white chalky bone like objects 
Cyanosis - blue bodies exploring notions of femininity and sexuality  
Blue metaphors for the distortions and disruptions women encounter in world, in art, in literature  
Women's bodies are always something else and disturbing sickly sweet notions of buds butterflies 
wings flowing hair fecundity  
Have trouble with my female body it's a struggle to accept it  
My upbringing made me reject my female body and it's functions, a psychological removal of womb 
Blue black veil I wore in Saudi 
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Blue of the Virgin from my Catholic missionary school 
Blue dark blue as infinity sky space distance falling upwards falling downwards no gravity or points 
of reference sea deep dark unknown unfathomable deeps clouds emptiness space darkness falling 
Purple and blue 
Blue and gold – celestial, fairy tale, religious, illuminated. The deep space of blue stopped by the 
gold, gold stops the gaze and blue lets it go on into infinity. Like stars in sky  
Fairy tales are blue tales, narcotic, sleeping beauty, dissociation, loss, inappropriate loss of 
consciousness, day dreaming.   
 
Form itself as content -  what are my forms? Sinuous line, serpentine forms, filigree, intricacy, 
filaments, hair, threads, nets, traps, fluidity, stains and structures, ornamental, asymmetric.   
Woman as pods, dolls, fruit, cloth, moths, hair, pupae, cocoons, chrysalis. Metamorphic dissolving 
disassembling reassembling body forms.  
Metaphor is a house, metonymy is a prosthesis. Metaphor is a structure to carry over and contain 
and expand a meaning, an understanding, a growing knowledge that can explore the rooms. 
Expanding metaphor and displacing metonymy i.e. metonymy is a displacement of essence of 
whole onto a part that is just as powerful as the whole.  
 
Watercolour as a medium - what does this mean? Why do I use it?  
Inner vision domestic space interiority isolation – I wasn’t allowed to be an artist, it had to be 
hidden but also space, I paint in my home, in my studio/conservatory, it is in private domestic 
space both I and my work have evolved. Rhythms of art work are tied up with being at home, 
alone, writing, reading tales, dreaming, dissociated.  
 
Fantasy, the imagination, visionary tradition associated with watercolour  
Watercolour traditionally and persistently seen as a marginal medium 
  
Associated with use to express emotional and psychological encounters and notions of 
psychological disorders and creativity – I identify with it.   
 
Ephemerality - not just the medium, what it can express, but destructible nature of paper, water, 
paint, washed away, dissolved, torn.  
 
Also like a map, of body.  
Nature -  I started out in Nigeria recording plants and flowers. Botany was allowed, bodies weren’t 
– botany became body. Lines, striations, markings, pods, bulbous flowers.  
 
Embroidery was encouraged, embroidery is in my work, as a painful ornamentation/femininity, 
sexual markings. Moths, cocoons, strange insects, pods – metaphors for an alienation of fertility? 
 
Each piece/painting is a private intimate interior of exquisite delicate painful substances, revealing 
and concealing my body / body traumas. The watercolour medium is the only one that is 
ephemeral, exquisite and fine enough, destructible enough, to be used in this way. It’s a medium 
for an interior trapped woman, that can be hidden, worked on from nooks and corners, washed out.  
 
Ornament/Orientalism - Orientalism, in tales, tales I was exposed to at colonial schools, became 
the way I understood my Egyptian/Middle Eastern/North African self, in relation to English and 
European tales and illustrations in watercolour. Orientalising fantasy is in my work in ‘corrupt’ 
ways. Defiant non-Western modes of depicting body using notions of ornament, folk and craft and 
refusal of anatomical and realistic modes.  I have the third eye.  
 
Spindle Moth 
Narcoleptic Rose, Black Lung Flower 


